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Abstract—For visual feedback of articulatory efforts in speech
training aids, the vocal tract shape can be estimated by LPC
analysis of the speech signal. The vocal tract is modelled as a
concatenation of equal length sections and the ratios of the areas
at section interfaces are calculated and these are scaled using the
area of a reference section. The lip opening area as estimated
from a video recording of the speaker’s face can be used as a
reference area for obtaining the vocal tract shape during speech
utterances with transitional tract configuration. A technique
for estimating the area of the lip opening based on template
matching is investigated. It satisfactorily tracked the horizontal
and vertical opening of the lips in the video images of speakers
with different skin hues, recorded under good lighting conditions.

Keywords—vocal tract shape; speech training aid; lip opening;
template matching.

I. INTRODUCTION

Several speech training aids have been developed for pro-
viding a visual feedback of articulatory efforts to the hearing
impaired children [1]–[3]. Most of these aids use Wakita’s
inverse filtering method [4] for estimation of the vocal tract
shape directly from the speech signal. The vocal tract is
modelled as a lossless acoustic tube with a series of discrete
and equal length sections with variable cross-section area. The
LPC analysis is used for calculating the reflection coefficients
at the section interfaces from the autocorrelation coefficients
of the windowed speech signal and the area of a reference
section can be used for scaling the ratios to get the vocal tract
area function. One of the main limitations of the technique, as
outlined by Wakita [5], is the lack of a method for estimating
the area of a reference section from the speech signal for
converting the area ratios into area values during varying
configuration of the vocal tract. Generally, the scaling is
carried out by assuming a normalized area of unity at the
glottis end, but this method introduces errors due to variation
in the area at the glottis end. Estimation of the vocal tract
shape for a dynamic display can be improved by using the
area of opening at the lips, estimated from the video images
of the speaker’s face, as the reference for scaling. With a
simultaneous acquisition of the audio and video signals, the
lip area values estimated from the video frames can be used
for interpolating the values corresponding to the LPC analysis
frames.

The main problems in lip tracking arise due to different
skin hues and the variations in lighting conditions [6]. Other

difficulties are caused by different physical shapes and ori-
entations of the speaker’s face, position of the face from the
camera, and visibility of the teeth and tongue. Yuille et al. [7]
used deformable templates to find the best fit for the lips, but it
requires a priori knowledge of the shape. Wang et al. [6] used
active shape models, for lip tracking, which are trained using
a large database. Kass et al. [8] and Chen et al. [9] used active
contours/snakes for tracking the outer lips, but initializing the
active contours to track the inner lips is difficult.

The objective of our investigation is to validate the use of
the area of the opening at the lips for scaling the vocal tract
area function and to devise a technique based on template
matching for tracking the lip opening.

II. SCALING OF THE VOCAL TRACT AREA FUNCTION

The investigation was carried out to compare the vocal
tract shapes, for steady state vowel utterances, obtained by
direct imaging with those obtained by estimation of the vocal
tract area function from the speech signal and scaled by (i)
unity area at the glottis and (ii) lip opening area. Wakita’s
method [4] was used for estimating the area ratios, with the
use of minimum windowed energy index for improving the
consistency [10]. Audio-visual signals were recorded from six
male speakers under different lighting conditions, using a 2
megapixels webcam at 15 frames/s. The lip opening areas were
calculated manually. In each frame, the points corresponding
to the lip opening were marked using a cursor on the screen,
and the number of pixels within the polygon formed by joining
the marked points was saved as the lip opening area for the
frame. The area values were normalized with respect to the
area during the vowel /a/ (generally the largest opening). A
cubic-spline interpolation was applied on these values to get
the values at the frame positions used in the LPC analysis of
the speech signal [11]. The area values of the vocal tract were
displayed as an areagram, a 2-D plot of the square-root of
the area of discrete sections of the vocal tract as a function
of time along the x-axis and distance from the glottis on the
y-axis (0: glottis, 1: lips). The areas are indicated as grayscale
values, with white indicating the maximum opening and black
indicating a closure.

An example of the results is shown in Fig. 1 for the
vowel sequence /-a-i-u-/. It shows the speech waveform,
wideband spectrogram, plot of the manually estimated lip
opening, glottis-scaled areagram, and lip-scaled areagram. The
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 1. Areagrams for vowel sequence /-a-i-u-/ with glottis-scaling and
with lip-scaling for speaker A: (a) speech signal, (b) wideband spectrogram,
(c) lip opening area (norm.), (d) glottis-scaled areagram, and (e) lip-scaled
areagram.

glottis-scaled areagram shows the three different vocal tract
configurations for the three vowels, but the difference are more
distinctly visible in the lip-scaled areagram. The vowel /a/
shows a wide opening at the lip end of the vocal tract and
a significant improvement in the area values. For /i/, the area
values show a consistent vocal tract shape as well as place of
constriction. For the vowel /u/, the lip rounding as well as the
large area behind the lips are visible. Similar patterns were
observed for the other five speakers.

To validate whether the area at the glottis remains the same
during different steady state segments, square-root of the area
values corresponding to the centre region of each vowel in
the /-a-i-u-/ utterance were averaged and these values were
compared with the values obtained from one of the direct
imaging methods. The plots of the values after glottis-scaling
and lip-scaling for speaker A are shown in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b),
respectively. The square root of the area values obtained using
MRI by Story et al. [12] for the vowels /a/, /i/, and /u/ are
shown in Fig. 2(c). For the vowel /a/, a large area is observed
at the front of the vocal tract. The area values for vowel /i/

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Vocal tract for the vowels /a/, /i/, and /u/ (a) estimated from the
speech signal of speaker A after glottis-scaling, (b) estimated from the speech
signal of speaker A after lip-scaling, and (c) estimated from MRI based on
data reported in [12].

Figure 3. Block diagram of template matching.

show a constriction at the front with a large area at the back
of the vocal tract. For the vowel /u/, the area at the lip is small
followed by a large area immediately behind the lip. The lip
area values are the largest for the vowel /a/, followed by the
vowel /i/, and the vowel /u/ which has the lowest area due
to lip rounding. It was observed that the area values at the
lips obtained for all the six speakers after scaling using the
lip area are consistent with those obtained using MRI. These
resulted in different area values at the glottis end, across the
speakers and utterances, indicating the invalidity of assuming
a fixed area at the glottis. Since scaling of vocal tract using
the area of opening at the lips results in a better vocal tract
shape when compared with direct imaging methods, the next
step is to automate the lip opening area estimation.

III. TRACKING OF THE LIP OPENING
BY TEMPLATE MATCHING

A template matching technique is investigated for tracking
the lip opening in the video frames. The block diagram of the
method is shown in Fig. 3. A sub-image containing the mouth
is located to restrict the search area for template matching.
The colour mouth sub-image is transformed to a grayscale
image to increase the contrast between the lip opening and
the surroundings, and template matching is performed on the
transformed image for tracking the lip opening.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Results from various stages in a video frame during the vowel /i/:
(a) Original frame, (b) Face detection using Viola-Jones method, (c) Mouth
location by Hsu et al., with the located region marked in white, and (d)
Detected mouth sub-image.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Image transformation in a video frame during vowel /i/: (a) mouth
sub-image and (b) transformed mouth sub-image.

A. Mouth sub-image location and image transformation

Tracking of the lip opening by template matching on the
facial image often resulted in errors. Therefore, the search area
is restricted to a sub-image around the mouth, using Viola–
Jones’ face detection method [13] and the method by Hsu et al.
to locate the mouth region [14]. For most speakers, the mouth
region located was on the lower lip, as shown marked in white
in Fig. 4(c). To choose the mouth sub-image, the identified
region is extended 1.25 times its length on both sides, and 1.25
times its height on the bottom. Since the initially identified
region did not include the upper lip, the extension on the top
is 2.5 times the height. This extended region forms the mouth
sub-image, as shown in Fig. 4(d).

The mouth sub-image contains the lips, skin, part of the
upper and lower teeth, and tongue depending on the type
of utterance. Across the video images of several speakers
and lighting conditions, use of X = R − 0.5G − 0.25B as
the colour-to-grayscale transformation was found to increase
the contrast between the lips and other regions in the mouth
sub-image, and hence this function is used as the colour-to-
grayscale transformation. The transformed image for a mouth
sub-image in Fig. 5(a) is shown in Fig. 5(b). In almost all
the cases, the transformation resulted in the opening between
the lips getting darker than the surrounding area and the teeth
getting almost masked.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6. Different templates : (a) white ellipse, (b) white area bounded by
two parabolas, (c) white cross, and (d) white elliptical ring.

B. Template matching

The lip opening can be modelled as a dark ellipse with
its major and minor axes corresponding to the width and
height of the lip opening, respectively. The types of templates
investigated for tracking the lip opening included a white
ellipse, white area bounded by two parabolas, white cross
with horizontal and vertical strips, and white elliptical ring
as shown in Fig. 6. Considering the computational complexity
involved in using these templates and the results obtained, the
white ellipse was found to be the most appropriate template.
Correlation of the white elliptical template with the grayscale
image is calculated as a function of the position of the center
of the ellipse and lengths of the major and minor axes. The
lip opening is identified by finding the values of these vari-
ables corresponding to the minimum value of the correlation.
Restrictions are imposed on the range of the variables for
reducing the computation and decreasing the possibility of
errors. The maximum length of the minor axis equals the
vertical opening of the lips during vowel /a/. The maximum
length of the major axis equals the horizontal opening of the
lips during the vowel /i/.

Sudden changes in the ellipse minor axis between successive
frames are occasionally observed due to incorrect positioning
of the major axis. To avoid these errors, a horizontal white
strip is used as a template to locate the region between the
two horizontal lip ends. A white rectangle having variable
length and width equal to 10% of the maximum value of
major axis is used as the template. The left and right edges
of the lip-skin boundary are located by finding the position
and length of the rectangle corresponding to the minimum of
the cross-correlation over the grayscale mouth sub-image. For
closed lips, the rectangle overlaps with the dark region where
the upper and lower lips meet. An example of fitting of the
rectangular template is shown in Fig. 7(b). Its length is used
as the major axis of the white ellipse and its minor axis is
varied for template matching.

To reduce the number of iterations, the intial estimate of
the minor axis is found by using another white rectangle,
perpendicular to and centred on the horizontal rectangle as
shown in Fig. 7(c). It may be noted that the presence of
teeth may cause error in estimating the height of the opening,
particularly when the upper and lower teeth are close to each
other, e.g. in /i/. An example of fitting of the white ellipse
template is shown in Fig. 7(d). The pre-localization of the
major axis significantly reduces the computation and prevents
the template from being matched in the skin region, which
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 7. Template matching steps for a video frame during vowel /a/ : (a)
mouth image, (b) horizontal strip fitting, (c) vertical strip fitting, (d) white
ellipse template fitting using horizontal strip as major axis, and (e) white
ellipse template fitting shown as an elliptical ring.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Comparison of the (a) symmetric and (b) asymmetric ellipse
template matching for a video frame during vowel /a/.

happens otherwise due to variations in lighting and skin colour.
Fig. 7(e) shows the filled ellipse as an elliptical ring with its
major axis position along the horizontal strip.

The lip opening is generally not symmetric on the two sides
of the horizontal strip leading to small errors in the ellipse
minor axis estimation. This error is reduced by using two
semi ellipses with the same major axis. An example of the
lip opening estimation using the symmetric and asymmetric
elliptical templates is shown in Fig. 8.

The mouth opening is sometimes much smaller than the
length as estimated by the horizontal strip matching. An
example for the vowel /u/ is shown in Fig. 9. This results
in a large error in the ellipse fitting as it uses the major axis
as estimated by the horizontal strip matching, as seen in Fig.
9(c). As a solution to this problem, the position of the strip
centre is kept fixed as determined by the first localization
step while its length is varied and the value resulting in the
minimum correlation with the transformed image is taken as
the corrected major axis of the ellipse. The result for the ellipse
fitting using corrected major axis is shown in Fig. 9(e). Use of
the grayscale image for obtaining the position of the horizontal
strip avoids the possibility of the horizontal strip tracking the
dark region lying in the shadow below the lower lip or the
nostrils.

On the basis of these investigations, the steps for template
matching are (i) horizontal strip matching, (ii) strip length
correction, and (iii) asymmetric ellipse matching.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 9. Lip opening estimation for /u/ : (a) original image, (b) horizon-
tal strip template fitting, (c) filled ellipse fitting (incorrect), (d) horizontal
strip template fitting (corrected), and (e) filled ellipse template fitting using
corrected horizontal strip as major axis.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The estimation of the lip opening using the combination
of the horizontal strip and filled ellipse template was carried
out for the video recordings from six speakers. A scatter plot
of the estimated lip area values using the template matching
method versus the graphically calculated values for the vowels
/a/, /i/, and /u/ for the recordings from six speakers used in our
investigation is shown in Fig. 10. For each speaker, the values
are normalized with respect to the area for /a/. The normalized
value of the graphically calculated areas for /a/ for all the
speakers is 1. For /i/, the normalized area values ranged from
0.5 to 0.8. For /u/, the values were approximately 0.1 due
to a low area value caused by lip rounding. The other area
values corresponded to the transition regions. The correlation
coefficient between the two variables was 0.77.

From the scatter plot, it is observed that the maximum error
occurred for the cluster corresponding to the vowel /u/. For
most cases of the vowel /i/ for all the speakers, the estimated
area values were larger than the reference values, but the
error was less as compared to the vowel /u/. For the vowel
/a/, the estimated area was either on the higher or the lower
side of the actual area. The larger estimate may be due to
the elliptical template which may overcompensate for the lip
opening. The lower estimates resulted due to the presence of
teeth or tongue in the mouth sub-image because the colour-
to-grayscale transformation with fixed weights was not able
to increase the lip contrast equally well for speakers with
different skin tones.

V. CONCLUSION

Use of lip opening area for scaling the area ratios, obtained
from the LPC-based inverse filtering of the speech signal, to
get the vocal tract area function has been validated. The scaling
improved the estimation of the area values at the places of
maximum opening without significantly affecting the places
of constriction. A technique for tracking the opening of the
lips by using a white asymmetric ellipse as template has
been investigated. Use of a mouth sub-image within the face
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Figure 10. Scatter plot of the lip area values estimated using the template
matching method with the actual area values measured graphically. Correlation
coefficient = 0.77.

detected in each frame of the video helped in reducing the
errors. The technique satisfactorily tracked the lip opening in
the video images, recorded under good lighting conditions.

A quantification of the tracking ability of the technique for
a larger number of speakers with utterances having different
lip shapes has to be carried out. Further refinements in the
technique are needed to reduce the errors in estimating the
lip opening for some of the frames. Most of these errors may
be reduced by adapting the colour-to-grayscale transformation
to the speaker’s skin tone. Use of active contours to track the
outer lip and the template matching inside the area determined
by the active contour may also be explored. Further investiga-
tions are needed for decreasing the computational complexity.
The estimated lip area values have to be used for scaling the
area ratios estimated by LPC analysis for dynamic estimation
of the vocal tract area functions during speech utterances with
transitional vocal tract configurations.
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